
EDHI 9050 
Case-Study Assignment:  

 
Trouble in the History Department 

 
Dean Graves sat for some time, staring at the blank pad on his work table at home. He had 

been invited by the history faculty and chairperson to come to their next department meeting to 
discuss the future of the department. Although he had plenty of notice, the tumble of events had 
prevented him from giving it more than random thought until tonight. The meeting was 
tomorrow morning, his wife had already said goodnight, and still the yellow pad was blank. 
Graves was troubled because he always did his homework, was scrupulously honest in his 
communications, and for the life of him couldn’t figure out what to say. 

Enrollment was holding up satisfactorily in the college as a whole as well as in the history 
survey courses. The general education requirements saw to that, and although periodic studies 
were undertaken, there was little sentiment for changing them. The problem was with the upper 
division courses. In this time of job consciousness among both faculty and students, the number 
of history majors had declined precipitously. There simply weren’t enough students coming 
through to sustain the courses necessary for a history major. Thoughts of a liberal arts college 
without a history major sent a shudder up Graves’ spine. 

The history faculty was restless but not hostile. They viewed Graves as a friend and really 
wanted to hear what he had to say. Should he tell them that the future looks even bleaker than the 
present? Should he seek to inspire them to new arrangements and interdisciplinary ventures that 
had very little chance of success? Should he appeal to their sense of the flow of history itself and 
urge them to hold on and await the return of the swinging pendulum? Should he initiate a 
college-wide study committee and thus sidestep the issue for awhile? Although a rather bright 
man and widely experienced, Graves was seriously stuck on this one.  

Even though the history faculty was quite friendly, Graves knew that he was being tested. 
The dean, after all, is an academic leader, and he was being called upon to lead. It simply 
wouldn’t do to tell them that he, too, was stumped. Still the yellow pad was blank. 

 
Your assignment:  In no more than five pages, 1) briefly state what the problem is, 2)  

concisely suggest its antecedents or causes, 3)  highlight other information you, as Dean Graves, 
would like to have in dealing with this problem, and 4)  suggest a course of action for Dean 
Graves, on the basis of the information you have.  

 
 


